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hi-tech
Scientists in Britain have developed an air fingerprinting technique
that builds up a picture of chemical compounds present in the air and
in the breath we exhale.

3/07 10:11 CET

hi-tech
Like another famous border-collie, Rico is smarter than the average
dog.His ability to search and find any one of 200 toy animals on the
command of his owner brought him to the attention of the Leipzig
Max-Planck institute.
3/07 10:11 CET

hi-tech
First driverless trains and now driverless cars. It may be only a
prototype but in France it has become a reality. -

3/07 10:11 CET

hi-tech
Catch a wave and your sitting on top of not only the real but also the
virtual world. All those tired puns about surfing the web are becoming
a reality thanks to the Wireless Technology Surfboard
26/06 12:56 CET

hi-tech
Someone's looking at you...in your face, into your eyes, at your
fingertips ; the Biometric forum comes to keep you safe in Le Mag.

18/06 15:11 CET

hi-tech
A new pollution-beating taxi that is cheaper to run than conventional
versions is the subject of this edition of Hi-Tech.

18/06 15:11 CET

hi-tech
Treading softly to better study the sea ; this Hi-Tech looks at a new
silent study ship looking at whales. It dispenses with sonar to look
deep underwater,without disturbing marine life.
18/06 15:10 CET

hi-tech
This edition of Hi-Tech brings us a progress report from the Spitzer
space telescope, which has made some remarkable discoveries.

12/06 13:06 CET
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hi-tech
A Venetian eclipse of the Sun is a rare event indeed: the last time
Venus and the Sun and Earth were so aligned was back in 1882 but it
will happen again on the 8th of June.
5/06 08:46 CET

hi-tech
A new photocatalytic air freshener for cars that eliminates bad smells
and pollution is in this edition of Hi-Tech.

12/06 13:06 CET

hi-tech
A new therapy involving cell grafts in the liver holds out much
promise for the worst sufferers from diabetes in this edition of HiTech.
12/06 13:06 CET

hi-tech
Two Israeli diving enthusiasts put their expertise in computer vision to
the test, creating improved definition underwater photography.

5/06 08:46 CET

hi-tech
The Church of Fools is billed as the first on-line 3D place of worship.
It may only be an experiment but its proving very popular as thousands
log on, pull up a pew and listen to the sermon.
5/06 08:46 CET
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